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Preface

In 1990, the NCGIA published the 1000+ page set of lecture notes, the *NCGIA Core Curriculum in GIS* (Goodchild and Kemp 1990). To support the lecture materials contained in the original Curriculum, in 1991 we published a pair of Technical Reports (Dodson 1991, and Veregin 1991) containing the laboratory exercises developed and taught in the Introductory GIS course in the Department of Geography at the University of California, Santa Barbara (UCSB). Since that time, the hardware, software and theory have changed dramatically and it has become necessary to revise these laboratory materials to keep up with these changes. In 1995, the Office of Instructional Development at the University of California provided funds to undertake this major revision. During the summer of 1995, two Geography seniors (Jeremy Taylor and Jane Fletcher) worked in close association with Prof. Michael Goodchild, Dr. Karen Kemp and Steve Palladino of the NCGIA to bring these materials up-to-date. Working from the original exercises and revising and completely rewriting them where necessary, Taylor and Fletcher drafted a set of materials which were then used in the geography computer labs at UCSB during fall 1995 and fall 1996. These classroom evaluation periods led to revisions and the final version contained here.

This document, then, is the second edition of *GIS Laboratory Exercises: Volume 1*. Labs 2 to 4 in this new set of exercises draw heavily on the original materials and data, though the text and questions have been revised to be completed using Idrisi for Windows. Labs 5 to 7 are completely redesigned to take advantage of the more user friendly features and practice datasets of ArcView 2. An instructor’s guide is available to accompany these materials.

As in the original laboratory exercises, these exercises have been developed with the following objectives in mind:

- provide students with the opportunity to gain experience in working with two widely available GIS (IDRISI for Windows and ARCView II, illustrating raster and vector approaches to spatial data respectively).
- illustrate the abstract issues presented in course lectures about how the real world is represented and manipulated in the computer.
- encourage students to think critically about how GIS can be used to solve problems, about the reliance of solutions on accurate data and appropriate methods of analysis, and about the presentation of results (maps, tables, and text) of GIS analysis.
- give students experience in working in teams in solving real problems of the type now commonly addressed with GIS.
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**Lab 1: CREATING A GRIDDED DATABASE BY HAND**

**TASK:**
To create, by hand, an analog gridded database from a base map.

**LEARNING OBJECTIVES:**
- understand how a gridded database is constructed
- explain how the features and qualities on the real earth are translated into a grid
- identify some issues related to this transformation process

**MATERIALS NEEDED IN CLASSROOM:**
- Copies of a base map of the campus
- Blank transparencies with a 2cm or 1/4" grid
- One transparency of the base map
- Overhead pens

**INSTRUCTIONS:**
Students pair off. Each pair receives one overhead grid, one base map and one or more pens and is assigned one theme and one resolution from the following lists: note, your instructor may add other themes which are appropriate for your location.

**Themes**
- water
- coastline
- paved areas
- buildings

**Resolutions**
- 1 cell
- 2x2 window
- 3x3 window

**Steps**
1. Determine a rule for deciding what value each cell contains and what codes will be used.
2. On the overhead grid, mark the appropriate value into each cell.
3. Once everyone has finished, each pair will show their finished map on the overhead and explain the rule they used and the problems they encountered.

**DISCUSSION TOPICS**
1. How do the rules vary? Are any correct or incorrect?
2. What was the effect of coding at different resolutions?
3. What happens to linear features when coded on the grid?
4. Can different grids be overlaid? (i.e. what about origin and orientation?)
NOTES
IDRISI FOR WINDOWS
SUPPLEMENT

SECTION 1
What is IDRISI for Windows? & Raster GIS

IDRISI for Windows is a raster based GIS software package, with vector viewing capabilities. IDRISI for Windows is distributed by Clark University Graduate School of Geography in Worcester, Massachusetts. It is a desktop display and spatial analysis tool.

In GIS there are two common ways to model the world, raster and vector. Labs 2, 3, 4 and 8, will deal with the raster data model. Labs 5, 6, 7, and 8 as well, will deal with the vector model of GIS. Lab 8 will be a combination lab to compare and contrast the two data models.

IDRISI for Windows uses geographic data based on uniform cells (pixels) arranged in a grid. This gridded data is stored in an “image file”. The image file (with a .IMG extension) contains rows and columns of cells, numbered down and to the right respectively, (0,0 is at the top left-hand corner of the image). Each cell contains values pertaining to the theme of the image.

As mentioned before, IDRISI for Windows also has vector viewing capabilities. These vector files (with a .VEC extension) represent features on the Earth’s surface by a sequence of points located in space by X and Y coordinates. These points can be joined with straight lines to make lines or polygons. In IDRISI for Windows, features such as country boundaries, rivers, and the coast line, can be displayed in vector format.

With IDRISI for Windows a user can perform tasks in the following categories:

- Display spatial data, image data and other data formats using various modules
- Import, Export, and Display file contents
- Database query (reclassify, overlay, extract, area, etc...)
- Mathematical Operations (overlay)
- Distance Operations (Euclidean distance measurements, surface cost analysis, least cost routing, and Thiessen polygon creation)
- Context Operations (slope/aspect, viewshed, watershed)
- Image Processing
- Decision Support (ranking, weighting)
- Change / Time Series
- Reclassification of Images
- Raster / Vector Conversion
- Map Output

SECTION 2
Data that can be used in IDRISI for Windows

Data that describes the Earth’s surface or the features found on it are called geographic data. This includes not only cartographic and scientific data, but also business data, land records, photographs, etc. IDRISI for Windows can display both raster and vector data but analysis is primarily oriented toward raster data. Realizing data may be of different types, IDRISI for Windows
incorporates two basic forms of map layers: raster images layers and vector layers.

**Raster Image Layers** describe a region of space by means of a matrix of cells. Image layers are good for describing spatially continuous data such as elevation, temperature, rainfall, and vegetation types.

**Vector Layers** are useful for describing distinct features in the landscape. These include roads, district boundaries, point features, etc.

**Data Types**

The values stored in an image file may be *integer* (whole numbers ranging from -32768 to 32768), *byte* (whole numbers ranging from 0 to 255), and *real* (numbers with a fractional part such as, 8.2794). *Integer* and *real* data types may be used to represent actual numbers (e.g. precipitation in inches) or categories (e.g. soil types). The *byte* data type is useful for data compression and other purposes.

**Documentation Files**

Both image and vector files “carry” with them files called documentation files. The image documentation file (with a .DOC extension) contains information on the number of rows and columns, projection, title, the ground dimensions of a cell and so on. The vector documentation file (with a .DVC extension) contains information such as title, data type, file type, resolution, and so on.

Documentation files are automatically updated when you modify the data using an IDRISI for Windows program module. A documentation file is also automatically created when you create a new file with a program module. However, documentation files are stored in ACSII format and can be edited.

**SECTION 4**

**Program Modules**

IDRISI for Windows has a series of over 100 program modules. Program modules are independent sub-programs that perform the functions of IDRISI for Windows. They are divided into three main classes: *Core Modules* are used for data entry, storage, management, and display; *Ring Modules* are used for image processing; and *Peripheral Modules* are used for data conversion.

There are three ways to access the program modules:

1. You can select a module from the pull-down menu selections.
2. You can select a module by clicking on it in the tool-bar menu.
3. You can select a module by activating the *SHORTCUT* option from the *ENVIRONMENT* menu and typing the name of the module or by selecting it from the list of module names.

For a list and description of each module, use the on-line HELP.
SECTION 5
The User Interface

Menu, Tool & Status Bars

The **menu** bar at the top of the application window provides command choices and contains pull-down menus (ENVIRONMENT, FILE, DISPLAY, ANALYSIS, REFORMAT, HELP, etc.). The pull down menus contain other selections based on the heading and some of these selections have options that are displayed with a fly-out menu. A fly-out menu is displayed when you click on a selection which contains a triangle in it.

The **tool** bar is composed of buttons and is directly beneath the menu bar. The tool bar icons (buttons) let you quickly select program modules or interactive operations. Many of the items in the menu bar can be found here.

The **status** bar is the bottom of the application window. If you pass (without clicking) the mouse over a tool button you will see a description of the tool operation here. The status bar also provides x,y coordinates if the cursor is over an image, and if the cursor inquiry tool is in use, the attributes (z values) will appear in the status bar.
Lab 2: EXPLORING AFRICA WITH A RASTER GIS:  
IDRISI for WINDOWS

SECTION 1  
Introduction

INTRODUCTION TO LAB

THE GEOGRAPHIC THEME

Exploring geographic data as an aid in decision-making.

THE DATA

The data you will be exploring covers the continent of Africa. The data, from the Global Change Africa Database is compiled by the National Geophysical Data Center in Boulder Colorado. The dataset includes many layers of data including the following files which will be used for this lab:

- **veg** - a file containing general vegetation land cover classified into sixteen categories.
- **tmpjan** - a file containing the average January temperature.
- **soiltex** - a file containing soil texture classified into eight categories.
- **elev** - a file containing elevation in feet.

Also included in this dataset are five vector (or line) files which will be available for each lab. They are:

- **coasts** - a file containing lines that represent the outline of the coast of Africa.
- **country** - a file containing lines that represent the boundaries for all the countries in Africa.
- **rivers** - a file containing lines that represent major rivers on the continent of Africa.
- **lakes** - a file containing lines representing the outline of major lakes in Africa.
- **islands** - a file containing lines representing the outline of islands off Africa’s coast.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After completing this lab you should be able to:

- Manipulate the IDRISI for Windows environment.
- Understand the terminology used by IDRISI for Windows.
- List and describe image and vector files.
- Display data with different functions.
- Understand and use the different color palettes in IDRISI for Windows.
- Perform basic statistical analysis.
- Understand how a grid represents reality.
- Calculate image resolution.
- Explore the geography on an area using IDRISI for Windows.
- Use the on-line Help.

SECTION 2
Getting Started

YOUR MISSION:

You have just started work as a regional planner at the UN headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland. Your region of responsibility is the continent of Africa. One of the tools you have available for your work is IDRISI for Windows and a digital database of Africa. You have decided that now is a good time to familiarize yourself with both the geography of Africa and how it can be represented in a raster GIS. The bold questions in the following exercise represent questions you ask yourself.

OPEN IDRISI FOR WINDOWS BY CLICKING ON THE IDRISI FOR WINDOWS BOX IN THE PROGRAM MANAGER. THEN CLICK ON THE IDRISI FOR WINDOWS ICON TO OPEN AN APPLICATION WINDOW.

YOUR DATA IS LOCATED AT:

SET THE ENVIRON TO:

SECTION 3
Viewing the Data

WHAT DATA DO I HAVE AVAILABLE?

USE THE LIST FUNCTION TO VIEW A LIST OF THE DATA FILES AVAILABLE. NOTICE THAT YOU CAN SELECT WHAT TYPE OF FILE YOU WANT LISTED. IF YOU SELECT ONE OF THE FILES IN THE LIST, A BRIEF DESCRIPTION IS DISPLAYED AT THE BOTTOM OF THE DIALOG BOX.

WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THESE DATA? WHAT METADATA IS AVAILABLE?

AS EXPLAINED IN THE INTRODUCTION TO IDRISI FOR WINDOWS SUPPLEMENT, EACH IMAGE AND VECTOR FILE CARRIES WITH IT A DOCUMENTATION (.DOC OR .DVC) FILE. THESE FILES GIVE YOU INFORMATION ABOUT THE ASSOCIATED DISPLAY FILES. TO READ THE
documentation files use the *DESCRIBE* function and select the .DOC file you wish to read.

*Use DESCRIBE to examine the metadata about the file veg.*

**Q! 1**

Now using DESCRIBE again, switch to file type vector and examine the metadata about rivers.

**Q! 2**

*How can I “see” this data? Can I make these files look like maps?*

There are different ways to display data in IDRISI. The choice depends on what type of data it is and how you want it displayed.

- **DISPLAY** creates colored “maps” in which the colors are determined by the value in the cell.
- **ORTHO** creates an orthographic view in which the value in each cell is displayed as an elevation.
- **HISTO** is used to display data as a histogram or in numeric summaries.

For now we will concentrate on DISPLAY. Begin by taking a look at the “map” of soil textures.

*Display soiltex, use the “Idrisi 16” color palette and ask for a legend.*

**TIP:** In the “name of file” box you can click with the right-mouse-button and get a list of files available. **Double-click** on the file you want and it will appear in the box.

**DISPLAY FUNCTION**

**TIP:** An “active window” is one whose title bar is highlighted as a different color than the others.

**HINT:** The composer will affect which ever image is active, so make sure the correct image is active.

*I need more information to help me understand where things are. Can I see the country boundaries?*

The database also contains vector files (points, lines, or polygons) which can be added to the image displayed on the screen. Use the **Composer** dialog box to **Add Layer**. Select the vector file **country** and accept defaults.

**Q! 3**

Experiment with the **Composer** to see what it can do.
**I want to see what’s going on in northwest Africa more closely?**

Display `veg` with the “Qualitative 256” color palette and ask for a legend.

Unlike paper maps you can zoom into portions of this image. Use either the zoom tool or the window tool:

- **zoom tool** - select the tool, then click on a location at the center of your area of interest.
- **window tool** - select the tool then draw a box around the area of interest.

To zoom out, select the window tool and click in the image with the right mouse button.

Try these tools, zooming in on the NW coast where there are some small islands.

**Q! 4.5**

**How do these images represent what has really been measured in Africa?**

Using the cursor inquiry tool, you can see the data value in any cell.

Choose the cursor inquiry tool. Place cross-hairs over any cell and click. The value of that cell will appear as the z-value in the status bar.

**Q! 6**

Now `DISPLAY tmpjan` using the Idrisi 16 palette and include a legend. Check out some values on this image.

**Q! 7 & 8**

Now experiment with the DISPLAY Launcher. Choose different images and palettes and play with the various map components to see if you can figure out...

**What is a palette? Which palette do I use?**

The palette you choose depends on the type of data you are displaying. The data can be either *continuous* or *classified*. Continuous data can potentially have any value in a given range of values measured on ratio or interval scales. Classified data has only a few values representing a limited number of categories. Classes can be derived from...
continuous data (e.g. wind speed classes), ordinal data (e.g. order of states entrance into the Union), or qualitative classifications of nominal data (e.g. ethnicity, species, landuse, or soil type).

**Q! 9**

*Continue to experiment with DISPLAY using different images and palettes until you understand what a palette does.*

**Q! 10**

IDRISI for Windows comes with a variety of palettes.
- Idrisi palettes - have a smooth color progression from blue to red to yellow to green.
- Gray palettes - have smooth progression from black to white.
- Bipolar palettes - have smooth progression for blue through red to yellow.
- Qualitative palettes - have random color schemes.

Use the DISPLAY launcher to display `elev` with each of these palettes, using the 256 option. Make sure the autoscaling box is checked for all these labs.

**Q! 11**

*Now DISPLAY `veg`, with Idrisi 256 and Qualitative 256 color palettes.*

**Q! 12 & 13**

*Getting back to the data, how does this gridded data relate to the real world?*

DISPLAY `elev` using the appropriate palette and other parameters.

**Q! 14**

*How much ground is represented by a single cell?*

Resolution is determined by the area on the ground that is covered by a cell. An image with a large number of cells covering a small area is said to have relatively high resolution. An image with a small number of cells covering a large area is said to have relatively low or coarse resolution. The resolution determines the minimum size of the features which are discernible on an image.
Cells or pixels, in satellite images are often a consistent size (e.g. a Landsat Thematic Mapper image has a resolution of 30 X 30 meters). The African database, however, uses cells which are 20 arc-minutes of latitude by 20 arc-minutes of longitude (1/3 of a degree by 1/3 of a degree). Therefore, the cells do not cover the same ground area everywhere on the image.

**Q! 15**

*So, can I calculate how much land is covered by a specific cell?*

A rough area calculation can be made using the following information. Assuming the Earth is a sphere:

- 1 degree latitude = 111.15 km
- 1 degree longitude = 111.15 km * COS (latitude)

**EXAMPLE:**

1° longitude @ 45° latitude = 111.15 km * COS (45)

= 111.15 km * (.7071)

= 78.59 km

**Q! 16 - 20**

**SECTION 4**

Different views of the data.

**ORTHO FUNCTION**

**HINT:** Read HELP to understand the effects of the different options.

GIS allows the user the freedom to view data in multiple forms and to manipulate data in an interactive manner. *Use the DISPLAY launcher to view the elev image*, an elevation and bathymetry image. This is similar to how a paper map would display elevation.

Now you will display elevation in a more interesting manner. *Use the ORTHO function to display elev*, do not drape another image, switch the resolution to 800 X 600, accept all other defaults.

**Q! 21**

Try experimenting with the options in ORTHO to see if you can get a better view of the landscape.

*Can I put another colored image over the elevation surface? Would this allow me to compare two different themes?*

To visually compare vegetation and elevation you can display the orthographic view of the elevation file and *drape* the vegetation file over it.
Now use ORTHO to display elev and drape veg over it.

Q! 22

SECTION 5
Basic Statistics

Can I use Idrisi to calculate summary statistics of an image? Can I determine the areas covered by different vegetation classes?

A common use of GIS is to measure the areas covered by different classes in a single theme.

Display veg with “Qualitative 256.”

Q! 23

Now you let IDRISI tell you the area of the vegetation types. Use the AREA function on veg to calculate the number of cells for each vegetation type. Set the output format to tabular.

Q! 24 & 25

You can calculate the area in different area units. Experiment with the AREA function until you are comfortable with it, maybe try it on other images.

How can I display a histogram of an image?

HISTO FUNCTION

Use HISTO to display a histogram of soiltex. Change the minimum value to 1 (which screens out the background areas that are coded 0) and leave the maximum value at 8. Leave class width at 1. Select graphic output.

Each bar on the resulting graph represents one soil texture category. The vertical axis (labeled f ) represents the relative frequency, or number of cells, for each category.

Q! 26

SECTION 6
What is the geography of...

Your Latest Assignment

It seems that the UN Agricultural Development Department is considering sending advisors to Madagascar. The director of your division just called and told you that they need a preliminary report on the physical geography of Madagascar. Fortunately, you have just learned a useful tool!

Q! 27
1. For each of the following headings, what value is displayed and what does it mean?
   
   Columns:
   
   Rows:
   
   Ref. system:

2. For each of the following headings, what value is displayed and what does it mean?

   Object type:
   
   Ref. Units:

3. Using the map of soil texture, what seems to be the dominant soil texture class in the Sahara Desert?

4. Why is this data displayed as rectangles?

5. What are the dimensions of each cell in degrees? HINT: Use DESCRIBE and look at “ref. Units” and “unit distance”

6. What are the values you get on veg and what do they represent?
7. What are the values you get on tmpjan and what do they represent?

8. How is a number in a cell on the veg image different from a value in a cell on the tmpjan image?

9. Give the file name of an example of each of the following types of data in the Africa dataset.
   - Continuous data:
   - Classified data:
   - Nominal data:

10. What is the function of a palette?

11. Which palette is least useful in displaying elevation? Why? For what type of data might this palette be useful?

12. Which palette was more appropriate? Why?

13. Name a palette / image combination that does not make sense and explain why.

14. What elevation value is given for the location 13.5 deg N lat, 24.5 deg E long. Be sure to include the units. Is this the actual elevation at this point? Explain.
15. Why do the cells NOT cover the same ground area everywhere on the Africa images?

16. What is the area of a 20 min. X 20 min. cell at 3° latitude? Show your work.

17. What is the area of a 20 min. X 20 min. cell at 50° latitude? Show your work.

18. Are your answers to 16 & 17 really the true area of these cells? Why?

19. Considering that the state of Delaware has an area of approximately 5000 km², how accurately do you think a cell in this Africa database describes reality?

20. Given the size of the cells, would it be appropriate to include in the database an image of roads and highways? Why?
21. What direction (N, S, E, W) are you facing? What physical features can you identify?

22. Is there an obvious correlation between elevation and vegetation classes? Is there another factor that seems to influence vegetation types more?

23. Visually determine the most common and least common vegetation type.
   Most Common:
   Least Common:

24. What is the calculated result?
   Most Common Type (most cells):
   Least Common Type (least cells):

25. What is the measured unit in question 24? What does this suggest about the need for care when using such statistics?

26. Which category is most frequent? Which type of soil texture does this category represent?

27. Describe the geography of Madagascar with the data you have available.
Lab 3: SUITABILITY ANALYSIS FOR FOREST MANAGEMENT

SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION TO LAB

This lab uses raster GIS to identify areas suitable for lease to timber companies, based upon certain criteria.

THE DATA

The area in question is centered on Maple Mountain, located in the Timiskaming District of Ontario, Canada, north of Lake Huron. The image files are derived from the Canada Geographic Information System, one of the first large-scale GIS’s ever developed.

You have been provided with 3 images:

- **forspec** - forest species showing Jack Pine and White Pine
- **shorline** - shorelines showing areas of water or land
- **roads** - roads

From these images, you will create a further 12 images.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After completing this lab you should be able to:

- Prepare an output image
- Construct a flow chart of operations in IDRISI
- Perform mathematical overlay operations
- Explain how to perform site suitability analysis using raster data

SECTION 2

PROBLEM 1

**TIP:** bring up Help and make it “Always on Top”. Use it to help you answer the questions in this lab.

**YOUR MISSION**

Your task is to conduct a spatial search to identify suitable forested areas that will be leased to timber companies for harvesting. The spatial search is based on meeting **all 3** criteria below:

1. Only White Pine is to be harvested
2. Leases cannot be granted for areas less than 1000 m from a water body
3. Leases cannot be granted for areas less than 1000 hectares (ha) in size

Each area fitting all 3 criteria will be assigned a unique identification code used for leasing purposes.
YOUR DATA IS LOCATED:

Set the ENVIRON to:

Examine your data

HINT: since the images have less than 16 categories, use the palettes with only 16 colors.

DISPLAY all 3 images experimenting with different color palettes to choose the best one for each. DESCRIBE the three images to see the metadata, including the data resolution. In particular, you will need to determine what data value is assigned to each category in each of the 3 datasets.

Q! 1 - 4

LAB PROCEDURE

In order to complete this lab, you will make a series of binary images which you will eventually combine to create a final image in which suitable locations are uniquely identified. Binary images have only 2 data values: 1 indicates those areas which have the criterion being considered and 0 indicates areas which have not. In IDRISI, you will use the RECLASS module to assign 1’s and 0’s to the appropriate categories of your source images.

Q! 5 & 6

TIP: later in the lab, you will create a flow chart. Take notes on the operations performed and images created from now on, to make life easier.

1. Solving for White Pine Only criterion

To isolate areas of White Pine, use RECLASS on forspec to create an output image called whitep. Choose the user-defined classification system and assign a value of 1 to the White Pine category and a value of 0 to all other categories.

TIP: after each reclassification, display the new image as a visual error-check. It is easier to correct mistakes now than later.

2. Solving for areas more than 1000 m from water

First, you are going to isolate the areas of water. Then you will calculate how far away the other cells in the image are from the water bodies so that you can create a buffer threshold of 1000 m. Then all the cells falling outside the 1000 m distance from the water will be reclassed as satisfying the criteria.

STEP 1

To isolate areas of water, use RECLASS on shorline to
create an output image called water. Assign a value of 1 to water and 0 to all other categories.

**STEP 2**

To calculate the distance between each cell and the nearest water body, use the DISTANCE module. The “feature image” is water and the output image should be called waterdis. This module takes a while to run. Check on its progress in the lower right corner of the application window.

**STEP 3**

Create a buffer around the water bodies by applying a 1000 m threshold to the distances in the image waterdis. Use RECLASS on waterdis to create an output image called waterbuf. Choose the user-defined classification system and assign a value of 1 to the old values greater than or equal to 1000 and a value of 0 to the old values less than 1000.

**OVERLAY**

3. **Finding areas that are both White Pine Only AND 1000 m from water**

   Use the OVERLAY module on the images for “White Pine Only” and “1000 m from water”. Choose a mathematical operator that will give you a binary image with 1’s for only areas satisfying both criteria. Call the output image drypine.

   **Q! 7 & 8**

4. **Solving for suitable areas that are more than or equal to 1000 ha**

   Now you are going to identify contiguous stands of timber in the drypine image. Then you will find the areas of these stands of timber and remove from consideration all the stands that are less than 1000 ha in size. Then you will join any 1000 ha or larger areas that are touching each other to make plots for lease.

   **Q! 9**

**STEP 1**

Using the GROUP module without “diagonal links” between groups, identify all the stands (or groups) of suitable timber (i.e. away from water AND White Pine only). Call the output image groups.
Q! 10 & 11

STEP 2

*Using the AREA module, calculate the areas, in hectares, of the groups of timber. Call the output image* **area1.** *In the following sections, the areas without timber are referred to as the “background” area.*

Q! 12 - 14

*Remove the background values using the OVERLAY module with “multiply”. The input images are drypine and area1. Call the output area2.*

Q! 15 & 16

**HINT:** before you RECLASS, use DESCRIBE on area2 to find the minimum and maximum values of the image.

**STEP 3**

To extract all areas that are greater than or equal to 1000 ha in size, use RECLASS on area2. Call the output **lgstands.** Be sure to assign 1 to suitable areas and 0 to all others.

**STEP 4**

You will now assign a unique identification code to each stand satisfying the three criteria. This code will be used in the administration of the leases. *Use the GROUP module with “diagonal links” on the large stands image to create an output image called leases.*

Q! 17 - 20

5. **What is the total harvestable area?**

Use the HISTO module with “numeric” output and what you know about the resolution of the raster images to calculate the total area of harvestable White Pine.

Q! 21

**Creating a presentable final output image**

To create a printout of the final results, use OVERLAY with the “cover option” to combine the roads image to the leases image. Call the output image **leasroad.**

Q! 22 & 23
HINT: use DISPLAY, with legend, on leases to help in updating the legend categories of final.

Complete the steps you have discussed in the above question. Call the output image roads2.

Now use the OVERLAY module and choose the “cover” option to combine roads2 and leases. Call the output image final.

You need to update the legend categories for final. Go to FILE/DOCUMENT in the menu bar. Fill in the boxes in the first dialog window, then click OK. In the second dialog window, click on “legend categories”. For each of the areas in final, type in an identification code number or name. These codes can be anything you want, but must be different from each other. Be sure to include the item “Roads” for the last category.

Display final to make sure the updated legend categories are satisfactory.

Q! 24

PROBLEM 2

CHANGING THE CRITERIA

Now your task is to change some of the criteria in the previous suitability analysis to examine how sensitive the results are to minor changes. What happens if you change the threshold distance from water to something like 750 m?

Indicate with an asterisk (*) the parts of the flowchart (question 24) you had to redo.

Q! 25 - 27
1. List the legend categories for the 3 images:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>forspec</th>
<th>shorline</th>
<th>roads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>category 1:</td>
<td>category 1:</td>
<td>category 1:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>category 2:</td>
<td>category 2:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>category 3:</td>
<td>category 3:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. What is the resolution, with units, of this data?

3. How large is the area covered by the data?

4. What type of file are all 3 datasets?

5. How are binary images used to combine several layers?

6. Explain briefly in plain English (not IDRISI terms) how you will manipulate each of the datasets to perform this site suitability exercise.

7. Which mathematical operator did you choose? Why?
8. What does drypine show?

9. How can you identify a “contiguous stand” in a raster image like drypine? (Hint: look at GROUP in Help)

10. What do the cell values in groups represent?

11. How many groups have been identified? How did you determine this?

12. What do the cell values in area1 represent?

13. Why does the background area have a high cell value?

14. Why must you remove the background value?

15. Explain why you “multiply” the area1 and drypine images. What is the result?

16. Describe another way you could have removed the background values.

17. Why is it advantageous to group the stands again?
18. How many areas have been identified as suitable for leasing?

19. When you identified contiguous stands, you used GROUP without diagonal links. How would your answer to question 18 change if you had used GROUPS with diagonal links at that stage in the process? (Hint: think about what would be implied when 2 different groups meet diagonally across a single corner point.)

20. Considering the two links options, why might it be advantageous to use diagonal links when identifying the leasable stands?

21. How much area (in square meters) is harvestable? What percentage of the total area of White Pine is this? Show all work.

22. Which image should be on top of, or cover, the other image? Why?

23. Why can’t you see the roads clearly? What should you do to the roads image categories before overlay to make it visible on the image? (Hint: think about the RECLASS module)
24. On a separate sheet, draw a flow chart which shows the sequence of steps you took in going from the original 3 images (forspec, shoreline, and roads) to the end product (final). Label all intermediate images and identify the IDRISI for Windows function used for each step of the analysis. The flow chart should contain approximately 16 labeled boxes.

25. What did you change the distance threshold to? Now how much area (in square meters) of white pine is harvestable?

26. Does the change in the threshold have minor or major impacts on the final results?

27. What does this tell you about the sensitivity of the results to changes in threshold area or distance or about the sensitivity to inaccuracies in the data?
SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION TO LAB

THE GEOGRAPHIC THEME

Change detection is the process of identifying and assessing differences in geographic phenomena over time. It is often used to identify changes in land cover or land use on the earth’s surface. GIS technology can be useful in investigating factors which change the landscape such as urban sprawl, deforestation, and desertification. Other applications of change detection include crop stress monitoring and the study of seasonal changes in vegetation.

Change on the earth’s surface can be discerned by observing the same area at different times. When such multitemporal data are available, many GIS functions are useful in detecting areas of change and also in exploring the factors which may have caused the land to change.

THE DATA

The Africa Database contains monthly Vegetation Index (VI) data which were collected by the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) aboard the NOAA-11 (National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration) polar-orbiting satellite. The monthly images cover the time period from August, 1985 to November, 1988. The data is in a medium-scale, 20-minute spatial grid.

The Vegetation Index (VI) data were compiled from observed reflectance values of energy in the visible and near-infrared wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum. The VI is the ratio of reflected near-infrared to reflected visible energy (also known as the “normalized difference vegetation index” (NDVI)). Healthy green vegetation tends to reflect far more near-infrared energy than areas covered by dead vegetation, rocks, soil, clouds, etc. Therefore, areas with abundant healthy vegetation tend to have the highest VI values.

As values in the VI data represent the relative level of biomass at any given location, data values are quantitative. The legend shows the range of values associated with each color.
DATA FILES

The data files used are:

- **nov88, aug88, aug85** - showing VI data
- **spring, summer, fall, winter** - showing average VI data over each of the four seasons
- **veg2** - showing the Matthews’ vegetation classification system using 32 classes
- **vifiles** - a text file containing the names of 14 VI images which are used when running the time series module

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After completing this lab you should be able to:

- Carry out image differencing and image ratioing
- Establish threshold values for change
- Mask out areas of disinterest
- Display and analyze profiles over time

YOUR DATA IS LOCATED:  Set ENVIIRON path to:

SECTION 2 - Problems

**Problem 1**

YOUR MISSION:

In recent years the UN has become more concerned about deforestation on the African continent. The planners in your division at the United Nations would like to know if your available data shows any significant change between August 1985 and November 1988.

EXPLORING VI DATA CHANGES

Examining the Data

*Use DESCRIBE on some of the VI files to see the available metadata. DISPLAY the VI image of nov88 (the most recent VI image in the database) choosing an appropriate palette and other options for continuous data. Add some vector files to make the image easier to interpret.*

**Q! 1**

*Use the inquiry tool 😝 to get data about the small area which is noticeably different from its surroundings on the northern coast of Africa (approx. column 153, row 20)*
Q! 2 & 3

Seasonal Changes in VI

In your dataset are 4 images in which VI data has been averaged over each of the four seasons. Use DISPLAY to view the following four images on screen at the same time: **spring** (March-May), **summer** (June-August), **fall** (September-November), **winter** (December-February). Consider how vegetation changes seasonally in Africa.

Q! 4

Detecting Change using Pairwise Comparison Techniques

Multitemporal data can be manipulated in various ways in order to discern areas which have changed and also to evaluate how much change has occurred. With quantitative data, change can be determined between two dates using the following methods:

1. IMAGE DIFFERENCING

One way to identify areas of change is to subtract one image from another. The resulting image (a “difference image”) shows the differences in the values of corresponding grid cells in the two images.

You will subtract two images which are far apart in time (with respect to the available data) in order to investigate whether the VI might be generally increasing or decreasing in certain areas between 1985 and 1988.

Use OVERLAY with the SUBTRACT option to subtract **aug88** from **aug85** (i.e. **aug85 - aug88**). Name the new image **augdiff** and use DISPLAY with the bipolar 256 palette.

Q! 5 - 8

2. IMAGE RATIOING

Instead of image differencing you can use image ratioing (one image divided by another). Use the RATIO option of OVERLAY to divide **aug85** by **aug88** (i.e. **aug85/aug88**). Call the new image **augdiv** and DISPLAY it.

Q! 9 - 12
Detecting Change Using Other Methods

Other methods in which changes between images can be discerned include image regression (which looks at the relationship between the data of two images), and principal components analysis.

Problem 2

ESTABLISHING THRESHOLDS OF CHANGE

Areas in which VI values are decreasing over time are potential sites of deforestation and desertification. However, we have not determined what constitutes a significant amount of change. In this section, we will establish a threshold value above which change is assumed to be significant. The threshold will be used for identifying significant change in forest areas in Problem 3.

Q! 13

Numeric Histograms

A simple method of determining a threshold value is to consider a certain percentage of cells which contain the highest difference values. In the following steps, we will assign a threshold value based on the highest 1% of cell values in \textit{augdiff}.

\textit{Use HISTO to create a histogram of augdiff. Don’t change the min and max values. Choose a class interval of 1 and numeric output mode.}

The output is a table of VI values in \textit{augdiff} from lowest to highest. The last column in the table, \textit{cum prop}, shows the cumulative proportion for the cell value associated with each row in the table. The cumulative proportion of a cell value refers to the percentage of cells in the image up to and including that cell value.

\textit{Scroll through the numeric histogram until you find a cumulative proportion of approximately 0.99. The VI value associated with this proportion will be the threshold value, since 99\% of the cells in \textit{augdiff} have values less than or equal to this value (and therefore only 1\% of the image cells have a greater value).}

Q! 14
Problem 3  FINDING THE AMOUNT OF CHANGE IN FOREST AREAS

Using the threshold value calculated above, your task is to identify areas of forest that have changed significantly between August 1985 and August 1988. To do this, you will reclassify the `augdiff` image into a binary image and overlay this on a vegetation image (`veg2`) to mask out areas that have not changed significantly. Finally, you will reclassify the overlaid vegetation image so that it shows only the forest areas of significant change.

Examining the data

You will be using the vegetation image `veg2`. This image file shows the Matthews’ vegetation classification system and is grouped into 32 categories of vegetation. `DESCRIBE veg2`. Scroll down the legend categories to see the range of vegetation types.

Masking out areas of disinterest

Reclassify `augdiff` as a binary image where 1 indicates those cells above the threshold value. Call the result `aughigh`.

In order to associate the change areas with their vegetation cover, combine `aughigh` with `veg2`. Call the output image `vegchg`.

Masking out non-forested areas

The next step is to reclassify `vegchg` so that it shows only forest areas. These are areas which could be experiencing deforestation (i.e., they are forest areas whose VI values are dropping over time).

Assume that in `vegchg`, classes from 1 to 16 belong to the forest class and that all others (including 0) belong to other classes. Call the output image `deforest`.

Q! 15 & 16 & 17
Problem 4

**PROFILES OF CHANGE OVER TIME**

The image differencing, which you did earlier, ignored the intervening dates. In order to visualize the VI data continuously over a 3-year study period, you will create time profiles. These are graphs which plot statistics of the data on the vertical axis versus time on the horizontal axis.

**Creating a time profile**

IDRISI needs 2 files to create a time profile:
- an image which defines the areas which are to be plotted (deforest)
- a file which contains the names of the time series images (the VI images, vifiles).

The vifiles is a text file which contains the names of 14 VI images which make up the time series data. To view the time series file, vifiles, run the EDIT module, but do not change the values. Click “exit”.

**Q! 20**

Run PROFILE and choose the “over time” option. The image defining the “sample spots” is deforest and the “time series file” is vifiles. Choose “mean” for this plot in order to get a general view of the trends in the data over time.

**Q! 21 & 22**

**Time Series Plots**

Run PROFILE 3 more times to make time series plots for the “min”, “max” and “range” statistics.

**Q! 23 & 24**

Problem 5

**TIME PROFILES OF SEVERAL VEGETATION CLASSES**

In addition to forest, you are concerned about grassland areas (grassland with decreasing VI values might also be experiencing desertification). The IDRISI PROFILE module can simultaneously plot up to 16 different classes of data. You are interested in the 2 classes of forest and grassland.

**HINT:** the reclassification will no longer be binary since you now have more than one class.

You will need to determine which legend categories are grassland in veg2, then reclassify the vegchg image to include both forest and grassland. Call the new image change2.
Now run PROFILE again using `change2` and specify “mean” for the plot.

This time you will see 2 lines on the plot labeled 1 and 2. Each line on the plot represents the VI value over time for a single vegetation class.

Q! 25 & 26
1. Which areas appear to have lots of vegetation? (high VI values). Which areas seem to have sparse or unhealthy vegetation? (low VI values)

2. What is this place? What is its z-value? What is the linear feature extending southwards from there?

3. Why do these features stand out so sharply against their surroundings in terms of their vegetation index?

4. Which vegetation types have VI values that don’t vary greatly throughout the year? Which types show considerable seasonal fluctuations in vegetation index?

5. Why is the bipolar palette good for displaying this image?

6. What do high positive values indicate on \texttt{augdiff}? What do low negative values indicate?

7. Why do you think the ocean shows variability in VI values? Wouldn’t you expect it to appear the same year after year and thus show a difference of zero?
8. Given that this data has been collected by satellite sensors, aside from an actual change in the vegetation cover, what else might cause a cell’s value to fluctuate over time?

9. What do high values mean on `augdiv`? What do low values mean?

10. How is this image different from `augdiff`? Does it convey the same information? Is it easier to interpret?

11. What happens to the magnitude of the ratio the smaller both VI values get? In what circumstances might this be useful?

12. Which method - differencing or ratioing - seems to be better for revealing areas of change?

13. What criteria could be used to help determine a threshold value for significant vegetation decrease?

14. What is the threshold value you found? (Use the “lower limit” and “upper limit” columns to determine the threshold, not the “class” column created for this histogram.)

15. Do you see any pattern associated with the areas now categorized as significantly changed? Are they evenly scattered about the image? Do they occur at similar latitudes? Do they occur at a certain distance from the coast?
16. What are some of the vegetation types that are present in vegchg?

17. Why do you see almost no desert areas in vegchg?

18. Describe any spatial pattern in the areas of potential deforestation.

19. On a separate sheet, diagram a flowchart which shows every step of the analysis from the initial data layers (aug85 & aug88) to the final image deforest. Be sure to label each image and each IDRISI function used to create the images.

20. What do the first 2 numbers in the file signify?

21. What does the vertical axis of the plot show?

22. What general trend is apparent in the data? Is there a seasonal component to the temporal changes in VI values?

23. How does August 1988 seem to fit in with the typical seasonal cycle of VI values?
24. After viewing the time series profiles, are you confident that you captured accurate change over that time? Which year skewed the data? What does this tell you about temporal resolution?

25. How do the 2 vegetation classes vary with respect to each other?
**SECTION 1**

**What is ArcView?**

ArcView is a vector based GIS software package, with raster viewing capabilities, distributed by ESRI (Environmental Systems Research Institute) in Redlands, California. It is a desktop display and query tool that has some spatial analysis capabilities. Data cannot be created in ArcView, but rather in ESRI’s original software, Arc/Info.

Lecture has taught you that in GIS there are two common ways to model the world, **raster** and **vector**. The previous labs have dealt with the raster model and the following labs will deal with the vector (or object) based model. Vector GIS stores the geometric description of an object (point, line, or polygon) and its location separately from a table of its attributes. The table of attributes contains fields (#+, -id, etc...) which are pointers to other tables that contain the description and location of an object (or feature). The rest of the columns in the table contain tabular data (demographics, soil type, flow rates, date, etc...) pertaining to each feature.

With ArcView a user can perform the following tasks:

- Display spatial data, Arc/Info data and other data formats
- Display tabular data on a view
- Use SQL (Standard Query Language) to retrieve records from a database
- Geocode tables containing addresses and display them
- Find attributes of any feature on a view
- Classify features with different symbols
- Select features according to their attributes
- Create charts showing the attributes of features
- Summarize the attributes of features
- Select features based on their proximity to other features
- Find places where certain features coincide
- Layout a map and print it.

**SECTION 2**

**Data that can be used in ArcView**

Data that describes the Earth’s surface or the features found on it are called geographic data. This includes not only cartographic and scientific data, but also business data, land records, photographs, customer databases, travel guides, legal documents etc. Geographic data from a variety of sources can be used in ArcView.

**Spatial Data** stores the geometric characteristics and location of geographic features. Attribute information related to the geographic features describe what these features represent. Spatial data are called **themes** in ArcView and coverages in Arc/INFO. Some examples are lakes, cities, vegetation zones, roads, rivers, fire hydrants etc.

**Image Data** includes satellite images, (aerial) photographs and other remotely sensed or scanned data stored in raster format. In ArcView you can access image data by selecting **Image Data Source** in the **Add Theme** dialog box.
Tabular Data can include almost any data set whether or not it includes geographic data. Some tables can be viewed from a theme directly and others may contain additional attributes that can be joined to your existing data through common fields.

SECTION 3
ArcView: Terminology & User Interface

In ArcView you work with view, tables, charts, and layouts. They are all stored in one file called a project, you work with one project at a time and there are different windows within a project.

**To make anything active (view, tables, chart, layout, theme, etc..) just click on the window in which it is displayed. NOTE: The available menu items and tools change according to what type of window is active, only one window can be active at a time.

Terminology and Basic Descriptions

Project

A project can be thought of as a collection of documents, where a document is a view, table, chart, layout or script that you create. In reality it is a file that ArcView creates so that the users can organize their work about a single topic. Projects always have .APR extensions. The project window allows the user to manage and list the documents in the current project. To access the project menu and tools, the project window must be active. To open an existing project, make sure the project window is active and select File/Open Project. To start a new project select File/New Project. Projects contain any number of the following:

View

A view appears in a view window as an interactive digital map for display, query and analysis. The window must be active if you wish to use the view menu and tools. A view is a collection of themes. The view legend defines how the themes will be displayed and organized. The user can zoom in to a certain area by selecting the zoom tool and drawing a box around the desired extent of the zoom. Individual objects of a theme can be selected and identified on the view by using appropriate tools. A view has view properties (title, projection, map/distance units) which can be altered by selecting the View/Properties box.

Theme

Themes are thematically related sets of a single type of spatial element (e.g. points representing wells, lines representing roads, polygons representing census tracts). Themes are added to an active view by selecting add theme in the button bar. The display of themes can be turned off/on by clicking on the check mark box in the theme box. The user can add, delete, copy, paste or create new themes in the view window. The display sequence of themes can be
changed by clicking and dragging themes up and down in the view legend. The theme at the top of the legend will be drawn last so that it is on top of the others. Graphic display attributes for a theme can be customized by double-clicking on the theme and using the legend editor and color palette to create the desired look. Themes have tables which can be displayed in a table window by clicking on the show table button when the desired theme is active (shown by a highlighted box in the theme legend).

**Tables**

Tables of data pertaining to themes are displayed in tables windows and can be accessed once a theme is added to a view. In order to access the table menu and tools, the window of the desired table must be active. Tables store tabular data which can be displayed, queried and analyzed. Each record (row) corresponds to a single feature in the theme. The fields (columns) along the top of a table are the attributes (e.g. population growth, birth rate, etc.). There are two types of tables used in ArcView. The first type is a theme table which is directly related to the geographic features displayed in the view. The second type is a data table. This table contains additional data from any tabular data source and has no direct geographic expression. The functions of link and join are performed on tables. A data table can be joined to a theme table to increase the number of attributes for a theme. Selected features can be highlighted in both tables and views.

![ARCVIEW PROJECT Diagram]

**Charts**

Charts display tabular information graphically in chart format (pie charts, scatterplots, bar graphs, etc.). Charts reflect the current status of the data in the table, if the source data changes it is automatically reflected in the chart. In order for a user to access the chart menu and tools, the desired chart window must be active.

**Scripts** (not used in these labs)

A script is a program written in Avenue, the ArcView programming language. Avenue allows a user to customize the GUI (graphical user interface) and otherwise alter and enhance the functionality of ArcView.
**Layouts**

Layouts allow you to organize, display, and print any combination of the above documents in one window so as to produce a final product within your project. The user can add a title, scale bar, legend and north arrow to a layout. The layout window is where you will organize a layout for **printing**. To access the layout menu and tools, the desired layout window must be active.

**Menu, Button, Tool & Status Bars**

The **menu** bar at the top of the application window provides command choices and contains pull-down menus (**File, Edit, View, Layout** etc.).

The **button** bar is directly underneath the menu bar and provides shortcuts for commands contained in the menu bar.

The **tool** bar is underneath the button bar. The tool bar icons let you modify the action of the cursor.

The **status** bar is the bottom of the application window. If you pass (without clicking) the mouse over a button or tool you will see a description of the button or tool operation here.
Lab 5: EXPLORING VECTOR GIS WITH ARCVIEW

SECTION 1
Introduction

THE GEOGRAPHIC THEME

Exploring geographic data as an aid in decision-making.

THE DATA

The data you will be exploring covers the lower 48 United States. Themes include city and state demographics, interstate routes and state boundaries. The demographic themes include information from the 1990 census such as population, percent male and female, median rent and so on. The project contains one view, the Conterminous United States and four themes: Cities (over 100,000 population), Interstates, Lakes, and States.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After completing this lab you should be able to:

- Display data (maps and tables) and do some simple querying
- Manipulate the ArcView windows environment
- Understand the terminology used by ArcView
- Use the online Help
- Select information about a record

APPLICATION AREA

Real-time political campaign planning, routing

SECTION 2
Vector GIS

INTRODUCTION TO WINDOWS & VECTOR GIS

Open ArcView by clicking on the ArcView box in the program manager. Then click on the ArcView 2 icon to open an application window.

In the menu bar go to FILE/OPEN PROJECT and locate your data

YOUR DATA IS LOCATED: Path: ________________________________
**TIP:** to save re-drawing time, you may want to turn off themes you are not using.

When the project opens, all the themes in the **view** will be turned off. Find out what is available by turning on each theme as described below.

*To make a theme in the view visible or invisible, click on the box or check mark in the theme you want to turn on / off.*

The view clearly needs to be manipulated in order to make the map look more presentable. Follow the instructions below.

---

### 1. Display

**TIP:** from the menu bar, choose HELP/CONTENTS/HELP/ ALWAYS ON TOP and use Search for Help on ... for full explanations. Click on the down arrow button on the title bar of Help to reduce the help window to an icon. To recall Help, click on the icon.

---

### Theme Order

To move the polygon themes (lakes and state) so they appear underneath the point and arc themes, hold down left mouse button while pointing with the cursor at the **theme state**. **Drag the box to the bottom of the list of themes.** Do the same to **lakes**.

**Turn off the display of cities and interstates using the check box.**

---

### Active Theme

Themes must be made **active** in order that they are responsive to analysis using the tool, menu and button bar commands.

To make one of the themes active place the cursor over the name of the theme and click mouse once.

*Make the state theme active. A gray box should appear around the state theme.*

---

### View Properties

The view’s appearance, or properties, can be changed. For example, the projection of the US can be changed.

**NOTE:** changing the meridian and parallel information will change the centerpoint of the projection. Notice that the latitude and longitude selected are within the United States.

---

Go to VIEW/PROPERTIES/PROJECTION. **Click on standard.** From the category box scroll down to and choose “Projections of the United States”. Since this view is of the conterminous US, in the type box click on the down arrow and choose **Lambert Conformal Conic (conterminous US).** Hit OK.

You will notice that **map units** have already been set as **projected meters.** The map units are determined during data
Now you need to set the **distance units** so that measurements on the view can be made. Click on the down arrow of distance units and choose **miles**. Hit **OK**.

**Color of Themes**

To change the colors, with the cursor on the **state** theme double click the mouse. This brings up the **legend editor dialog box**. Double click on the colored rectangle under the symbol heading, which brings up the **fill palette**. Click on the **paintbrush** to get the **color palette**. Click on a color, then hit **apply** in the legend editor dialog box.

To close the dialog boxes (or any window), double click on the top left hand corner of the **title bar**. To make a window fill the screen click once with cursor on the up arrow on the right hand side of the title bar. (The down arrow creates an icon in the lower left corner of the application window. The window can be re-opened by clicking once on the icon.)

**HINT:** as you pass the cursor over the buttons, their function appears on the status bar at the bottom of the application window.

**Object Identification**

To identify an object of the active theme in a view, **click on the information about a feature tool** from the toolbar.

Place the cursor on the map and click once on California. The **identify results** dialog box shows the details stored about the state.

**Q! 1 & 2**

Now identify the lake in Florida.

**Q! 3**

You can obtain information about any active theme. More than one theme can be made active by holding down the **shift key** and clicking with the cursor over a second, third etc., theme.

*Experiment a little with variations on this function.*

Close the identify results window.
TIP: read the Help on scale

Scale

A view’s scale is shown on the right hand side of the tool bar. A view’s scale is displayed as a representative fraction, and is thus true for whatever units in which the fraction is expressed. There are a few different ways to zoom in and out of a view, here is one way.

*Click on the \( \times \) zoom out center tool.*

**Q! 4**

*Now use the \( \mathfrak{B} \) button to zoom to the extent of all themes.*

**Q! 5**

In ArcView you can’t generalize the spatial data itself, but you can set the range of map scales at which a theme is drawn on the view by defining a *scale-dependent display property*.

*Turn on the cities theme using the check box.*

**Q! 6 - 8**

To set the scale-dependent display property of the cities theme, *make cities the active theme*. Go to THEME/PROPERTIES/DISPLAY. In the maximum scale box type in \( 10000000 \). Hit OK.

Now cities do not appear on the view at the current scale. To see the cities now, *change the scale in the tool bar by clicking with the cursor inside the box and typing in a number less than \( 10000000 \). Hit Enter on the keyboard.*

The view will now be zoomed into the center of the map. To move the map around the view at this scale, *click on the drag the display ... tool \( \mathfrak{B} \) and place this cursor in the view. Hold down the mouse button and drag the cursor to move the map.*

When you have finished, with state theme active zoom back to the extent of the state theme

**Q! 9**

From your answer to question 9, *use the zooms in on a rectangle you drag tool \( \mathfrak{B} \) to select a box from the view that will be of a scale large enough to show the cities.*

**Q! 10**
2. Attributes

Vector GISs represent features in the real world as spatial objects (e.g. cities as points, roads as lines and urban areas as polygons). Features have characteristics called attributes (e.g. the area of a city). ArcView accesses the data source it displays, but does not contain the data itself. That is, the tables you see in ArcView are a dynamic reflection of data stored in external databases (such as Arc/Info coverages or dBASE files). Every table you see in ArcView has basic fields (ID and # fields) that are necessary for ArcView to reference the data in the database. Hidden tables store information used to define the shape, type (point, line and polygon) and placement (geographic location) of the object.

The ID field references both rows in the themes attribute table and the file containing the geometry and location of features.

Q! 11

3. Selecting Features

Relating tables to the spatial themes enables spatial searches to be performed using the attributes of features, which, in ArcView, are represented as spatial objects in the view.

To bring up a theme’s table, make the view the active window by clicking with the cursor on the title bar, which will become highlighted. Make state the active theme. To bring up the attribute table for state theme, click with the cursor on the opens table button in the button bar.

You can also open table windows by clicking with the cursor on the word tables in the project window.

Then double-click with the cursor on the required table name.

In addition to Attributes of State, open the tables for Attributes of Cities and Attributes of Interstates. Familiarize yourself with the fields of the tables you have brought up on the screen.

Q! 12

Selecting Features from a View

TIP: hold down the shift key and click with the cursor on other features in order to select more than one feature.

Make sure the state theme is active. Choose the selects features in the visible, active themes tool. Click on a few states in the view. You should see the states highlighted and the corresponding records in the attribute table also highlighted.
To see several highlighted states together in the table, make the table active. Use the promotes selected rows to the top button in the button bar. To unselect features, click on the unselect button in the button bar.

**Selecting Features from a Table**

The same process can be done in reverse. Click on a record in the Attributes of State table. The object linked to that record will become highlighted in the view window.

**Box Selecting**

Using the selects features tool again, draw a box on the view by clicking the mouse and dragging the cursor diagonally. All the states within and intersecting the box will be highlighted.

**Modifying the Appearance of a Table**

You may wish to see the state name field in the table next to another field (rather than scrolling through the table). You can move the fields by clicking on and dragging the field name horizontally to the desired position.

To change the width of columns, place the cursor between two field headings until you see double arrowheads, click and hold the mouse button while dragging horizontally to enlarge/shrink.

**Finding a Feature**

Another type of query is finding the location of a feature. Click on the finds features button. In the dialog box, search for a state of interest to you using the State’s name.

**SECTION 3 - Problem**

**Exploring & Querying the Data**

You are working for a potential presidential candidate who lives in California and it is nearing election time. The campaign manager has asked you to prepare a plan for a visit to the first few states the candidate will visit by road before the election. The candidate’s campaign is based on family values, so the manager wants to begin by rallying support in
states which have a large proportion of two parent families. The candidate is sitting beside you and starts by asking:

“Which states have at least 30% of all households with both parents?”

To perform a query on a table, bring up the Attributes of State table. Choose the query builder button. To build a query on states which have >= 30% married households with children (P_Marhhchd), double-click on P_Marhhchd. (You will need to scroll to see the field.)

Now click once on >= and then type 30. Click on new set. Close the query builder dialog box, use the promote button to list the selected set at the top of the table. Look at the far left of the tool bar to see how many records have been selected.

“There seems to be some pattern there!”

Q! 14 & 15

“What additional states have at least 30% of all households with childless married couples?”

Perform a second query on the table asking for P_Marhhnoc >= 30. Click on add to set.

Q! 16 - 18

“Hmm, let’s be sure to remember which were the first states that we selected, since they are the most important ones that I should visit.”

“Now, let’s find a route which goes through all these states. I want to start in Portland, Oregon and end in San Antonio, Texas”.

“I think 8 stops total will be enough. Let’s see which major cities I should go to so I can stop in each state at least once.”

Use zoom tools and information tool to find suitable cities.
“Hmm, there’s a gap. What additional states should I visit? Let’s choose the best ones.”

You could use the label tool to label the Interstates as you plan the route. First you will need to make sure the label will be an Interstate number: go to THEME/PROPERTIES(TEXT LABELS then in the box next to label field scroll down and click on Route. Click OK. Now you can click on the label tool and then on the Interstates in the view to see a label appear.

“OK, let’s plan the route. Where shall I go and how long is the route?”
1. What is the population of California in 1990?
2. What was the population of North Dakota in 1990?
3. What is the name of the lake?
4. What happens to the scale as you zoom out? (Remember to think of the scale as a ratio or representative fraction, such as 1:24,000 or 1/100,000)
5. What does the scale ratio represent?
6. Describe the spatial pattern of cities across the US. Where does there appear to be grouping?
7. What problem does this display present?
8. Why might you use the scale-dependent display property with the cities theme?
9. There are several other ways to zoom besides zooming to the extent of the active theme. What are these ways? (Hint: see Help)
10. What is the smallest scale ratio at which the cities theme will appear?

11. What are advantages or disadvantages to using a related table with ID numbers?

12. What are the necessary fields for a point, line and polygon table. The necessary fields are usually within the first few fields of the table.

   Point Table: (hint, there are 4)
   Line Table: (hint, there are 7)
   Polygon Table: (hint, there are 4)

13. List the state you have chosen, 5 demographic fields and their values.

14. How many records are selected?

15. What is the spatial pattern in the selected set?

16. How many states are selected?

17. What is the difference between add to set and new set? (Hint: check Help and search for help on ... add to/new set.)

18. What does select from set mean?
FOR QUESTIONS 19 - 21 THERE ARE NO SPECIFIC CORRECT ANSWERS.

19. List the 8 cities and their states. (The first city is Portland, Oregon and the last is San Antonio, Texas.)

20. Which Interstates should the candidate take via the cities to minimize travel time?

21. Approximately how many miles is the tour of the states from question 19? (Hint: use distance tool in toolbar.)

22. Explain how you used ArcView to make your decision (i.e. which tools etc.).

23. Think of some other questions you might ask about this data? Write some more dialog for this politician using your questions.
INTRODUCTION TO LAB

THE GEOGRAPHIC THEME

An often used capability of GIS is site-suitability analysis. By performing spatial searches, an analyst can locate places that are best suited for either an activity (logging, campaigning, bike touring) or a facility (dump site, resort hotel, dam, protected area).

THE DATA

The Atlanta regional dataset provides a wide selection of geographic data. The data set also provides a hierarchy of census areas and accompanying tables. These tables include various demographic information which will be of use.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After completing this lab you should be able to:
• perform an interactive query (tabular and spatial)
• manipulate tables (joining tables)
• perform point-in-polygon and buffer queries
• prepare hardcopy results

APPLICATION AREA

Geodemographics and market analysis

INTRODUCTION TO THE EXERCISES

This lab includes two site-suitability analysis problems.

1. The first is to locate a shopping center from a total of about 200 shopping centers that meets the requirements given to you.

2. The second is a more flexible search for between 5 & 10 areas (census tracts) in which a resort hotel may be located. This search requires you to determine your own logical requirements.
SECTION 3 - Problems

Siting a shopping center

YOUR MISSION

You are a GIS analyst for a major discount supermarket chain. With expansion in mind, your bosses have given you the task of siting a new supermarket within a suitable shopping center in the greater Atlanta, GA region. Fortunately for you, two major steps toward this goal have already been completed by the previous analyst. First, they painstakingly created a tight database that has every piece of data you could need to perform this analysis. Second, market research has outlined the spatial search conditions for the problem.

Market research has identified the following logical conditions as being economically viable:

The shopping center:
- must be greater than 200,000 sq. ft
- must be located in a tract that has an average income of less than $30,000
- must be less than 0.5 miles (i.e. very close) to a major highway (not just a street)

Q! Answer questions 1 & 2

LAB PROCEDURE

Go to FILE/NEW PROJECT to create a new project, add the appropriate themes (from question 2) and bring up their tables. To add themes, click on new in the project window to obtain a new view. You will now add themes to this view. Click on the add theme button for a list of the data. Navigate to your data location path and click on the file icon next to the name of the file you want to add. You will see the feature type listed, e.g. arc, polygon, route etc. You can select several themes to add by using the shift key and clicking on the files.

* Before you start the lab, you need to complete the following procedures:

NOTE: the map projection and distance units need to be defined in order to carry out spatial queries.

1. Under VIEW/PROPERTIES set the map projection category to State Plane 83 and type to Georgia West. Then set distance units to "miles"
2. To query the Tracts table for average income you need to JOIN the "demographics by tract" (trdemog) table to the "Attributes of Tracts" table. This will append the demographic data to the tracts coverage through the fields Tract.

- **Bring up the table trdemog** by clicking with the cursor on the icon then click on **ADD** in the **project window**. Import the table as you would a theme.
- To join the trdemog table to Attributes of Tract table you need to identify a common field, i.e., ones where the contents of the fields are the same (e.g. Tract).
- The destination table should be **Attributes of Tract**
- *(OPTIONAL)* Rename your joined table by clicking on the menu bar **TABLE/PROPERTIES**. *(e.g. Title=Tract & trdemog)*

**Q! 3 - 5**

**Buffer**

Now you are ready to find the ideal location. Start by finding all the shopping centers within 0.5 miles of a route:

*Make shopping centers the active theme. Go to THEME/SELECT BY THEME...set the dialog box to proper search parameters and click on new set.*

(Result: There should be 161 selected, which is shown on the top bar of the application window when the table is active.)

**Q! 6**

Now for the above selected subset, extract the records for all shopping centers that are greater than 200,000 sq. ft in size:

*With the shopping center theme active, use the query builder button to build the appropriate query and select from the set of 161.*

(Result: There should be 47 selected out of the 161.)

**Point in Polygon**

Use **select by theme** to find the tracts (active theme) that completely contain the selected shopping centers using **new set**.

(Result: There should be 37.)

**Q! 7**
Use the **query builder** again to find which of the already selected tracts has an average income of less than $30,000.

(Result: There should be 1 tract with a value of 006700 in the field “tract”.)

*Use select by theme* to find the shopping centers (active theme) that **have their center in** the selected features of tract.

(Result: There should be one shopping center, Crossroads Mall)

---

**Problem 2**

**Siting a resort**

**YOUR MISSION**

Now you are working as a freelance GIS analyst/consultant. As part of the contract that awarded Atlanta the 1996 Summer Olympics, the International Olympic Committee specified that more resort lodging was required to house spectators. Izzy Hotels has hired you to help them locate possible areas in which to site a luxurious resort hotel. Based on the scale and detail of your data, you are to find a range of possible locations for the hotel.

This time you will identify between 5 & 10 (out of 482) census tracts that would be suitable for the hotel and merit further investigation.

**YOUR DATA IS LOCATED:**

Path: ____________________________________________

You must now determine the logical conditions for your search. Some considerations are: proximity to the coast or other water bodies, proximity to other hotels, accessibility, standard of living in the area.

**Q! 10 & 11**

*Begin by starting a new project.* Add appropriate themes from the Atlanta regional dataset. Use any of the ArcView functions to complete your search. These may include **LINK, JOIN, SELECT BY THEME**, overlay functions, buffering, point-in-polygon and so on…

**Q! 12-18**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SECTION 3</th>
<th>PRESENTATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creating layouts</td>
<td>Presentation is an important aspect of your analysis. <em>Create a layout of your project including the view, table showing the final selection of fields and tracts, scale bar, north arrow and title.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TIP:** use HELP and start the TUTORIAL on LAYOUT

Print a copy of your layout and attach it to your question and answer sheet.
1. What are the possible reasons for each of the theme requirements?
   
   • Square footage > 200,000:
   
   • Average Income < $30,000:
   
   • < 0.5 miles from a route:

2. What data themes will you need to complete this query? Include path.

3. Why is setting the distance units important? What would happen if the distance units were not set?

4. Why must the tables to be joined have a common field?

5. Investigate **JOIN** and **LINK** in Help. What is the difference between these two table functions?
6. How was this buffer operation different from ones you did in the raster labs?

7. Could you perform a point-in-polygon operation in the raster model? If YES how? If NO why not?

8. What would happen if you did the spatial search in a different order?

9. On a separate sheet, draw a flow chart of the operations you used.

**PROBLEM 2**

10. Without specific reference to your available data, list at least 4 characteristics which might be important for locating a resort hotel.

11. Given the available data, what themes and logical conditions can you use for this exercise? How would you organize your steps in a flowchart form? *(Note - if you did not find all of your 4 themes in your data, repeat question 10 until you have 4 to use here.)*
   
   • Themes:
• Logical conditions:

• Steps (in flow chart form):

12. How many tracts did you locate? What are the tract reference numbers?

13. Did you end up with a helpful conclusion? If so, explain why. If not, what were some problems?

14. Considering the spatial location and demographic data, which out of those tracts located would you choose and why?
15. How could you change the parameters used in this search in order to make them more effective?

16. What are some different (not provided) data that might have made this a better search?

17. What limitations & capabilities can you see for using GIS in site location?

18. Could these types of queries be done in a raster data model? Why?
SECTION 1
Introduction

INTRODUCTION TO LAB

THE GEOGRAPHIC THEME

GIS is useful for dynamically analyzing spatial and temporal patterns. Data can be manipulated easily to yield information about geographic phenomena, such as the distribution of demographic data over time.

THE DATA

Problem 1 uses Atlanta regional data including: a table of sights of interest in downtown Atlanta and a downtown streets theme. Problems 2 and 3 use the Atlanta region’s tracts, demographics and banks.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After completing this lab you should be able to:

- Geocode streets by address
- Add event themes by geocoding addresses and latitude / longitude
- Classify themes by different fields
- Define themes as new themes
- Create shapefiles
- Edit tables by adding fields and records
- Calculate new fields in a table

APPLICATION AREA

Determining spatial and temporal distribution patterns.

SECTION 2
Geocoding and Address Matching

TIP: open HELP and use it ALWAYS ON TOP for this lab

PROBLEM 1 - PLANNING A TOUR

You are a GIS analyst and you own a map dealership in Atlanta, GA - The Mappe Shoppe, 160 Luckie Street N.W. A tour company has contracted you to plan a bus tour of the downtown area. They have given you a list of 27 sights that are possible candidates for visitation. Being an opportunist you realize the power that you have in directing a steady flow of money spending tourists almost anywhere you choose. The tour company has agreed that one of your benefits in working for them can be adding your map
dealership to the tour. The only specification they have is that you must plan the tour to include a least 10 sights on the list given to you.

YOUR DATA IS LOCATED: Path: ________________________________________________

LAB PROCEDURE

Address matching is a type of geocoding that allows you to use addresses to identify locations along a network (e.g. streets). In essence, all data spatially referenced to the Earth is geocoded, that is, “tied” to the Earth by a coordinate system. However, in order to use a network theme as a basis for geocoding other data, the theme must contain certain attributes and be set up to handle operations, such as address matching. Then, any table which contains address data may be geocoded to the network. This creates a new theme.

Q! 1 - 3

Add themes to new project

Add theme to view: streets
Add table from project window: sights.dbf

Prepare streets theme

You will need to prepare the streets theme so that tables can be geocoded to it. Under Theme/Properties is the Geocoding dialog box. As you will be doing address matching, change address-style to US Streets. Click OK.

HINT: For more information on Shapefiles, use HELP

Shapefiles explained

Later in the lab you will need to view and edit the sights theme. In order to do this you need to create a shapefile that you “own”.

ArcView shapefiles are a simple, non-topological format for storing the geometric location and attribute information of geographic features. Shape files are used to:

- display features more rapidly
- edit the geometry and attributes of features
- create new themes based on a shapefile format (*important for next step)
You can work on a shapefile as you would any other theme.

**Geocoding (by address) the table to the streets**

To plan the route for the tour you will need to geocode the `sights.dbf` table so that it can be displayed on a view. This is done by address matching `sights.dbf` to the streets theme. This automatically creates a shapefile which appears as a new theme in the legend.

While streets is active go to the menu bar and use View/Add Event Theme. Choose the correct Event Theme (i.e. `sights.dbf`) and the address option, which is an icon in the top left of the dialog box. Click OK. Name the new shapefile in the resulting file dialog box.

****The Geocoding Dialog Box will take a few moments to display****

Click START, wait until finished, then click DONE

**Editing the table**

You now need to add your shop to the new shape file theme table. Edit the Attributes of (the shapefile you created) table. To edit the table of the shapefile you must be in edit mode. This is done by making the table active and going to Table/Start Editing. When you are finished editing you must remember to Stop Editing.

Start editing and add a record to the shape file theme table (it will be added to the bottom of the table) then fill in the fields.

*Use edit tool. Enter your shop’s name and address. ArcView will fill in the rest of the records when geocoding is completed.

You must STOP EDITING the table! (go to Table/Stop Editing)

**Q! 4**

**Geocoding (by address) the edited shapefile table to the streets**

Make sure nothing is selected in the attribute table, then Add Event Theme to streets theme and use the correct Event Theme (i.e. the edited shapefile table). Remember to wait for
the Geocoding Dialog Box, then do as before. Bring up the table for the new shapefile, it will contain your shop which is now visible on the view.

Choosing your route

Now choose a route along the streets that will pass 5 sights then your shop then 5 more sights. You can use any of these tools (identify), (select), or (label) to get information about the streets or any other theme.

Q! 5 - 7

Geocoding using other georeferencing systems

There are other ways to geocode features. As an experiment, one of your colleagues used a GPS to determine the true locations of some sights which you have just address matched. These locations are stored in the file sightxy.dbf. The file contains all your 27 Atlanta sights plus other sights around the region.

Now add the table sightxy.dbf and geocode it using lat / long instead of address.

Compare the placement of the sights these two files share in common.

Q! 8

SECTION 3
Change Over Time

PROBLEM 2 - DIFFUSION OF BANKS

Decisions to establish new bank branches are made following detailed financial and demographic analyses of potential locations. With the data we have available, we can uncover one of these decision factors by examining the diffusion of banks in the Atlanta region in relation to population growth. The issues you will need to consider are:

• What data do I have which can be used to illustrate the diffusion of banks?
• What data do I have to determine the rate of population growth in census tracts?
• What are the growth rates in census tract population during the recent period of rapid bank diffusion?
• Is there a geographic pattern in the growth rates?
• Is there a similarity in the geographic patterns exhibited
Lab 7: Geodemographics & Spatial Patterns

**LAB PROCEDURE**

Following are some hints to help you complete this problem:

- Create a new view
- Add themes to view: banks, tracts
- Join the tract demographics table to the tracts theme table
- Convert tracts into a shapefile so you can edit the table
- Add field: population growth 80 - 93
- Calculate population growth into new field
- Classify tracts by population growth
- Classify banks by year established

**Hint:** formula for % growth: 
\[
\frac{\text{Pop}_{93} - \text{Pop}_{80}}{\text{Pop}_{80}} \times 100
\]

**TIP:** follow the Tutorial on charts (it is easier to understand than HELP) then create your own chart from your data.

---

**SECTION 4**

**Redefining Themes & Classification**

**PROBLEM 3 - DEMOGRAPHICS OF BANK LOCATION**

To continue our examination of the demographic aspects related to decisions to establish new banks, we will now focus on a single bank, Bank South NA (a former National Association bank), and its many branches. The issues we will consider here are:

- Is there a spatial pattern to the distribution of the Bank South NA branches?
- Of the many Bank South NA locations, which one is the main branch?
- What are the special demographic characteristics of this location?
- Is there a spatial pattern exhibited by the bank branches when they are classified according to the total amount of bank deposits at each branch?
- When considering the year of acquisition, some years show large numbers of new branches.
- What else can I learn about the geography of Atlanta by examining all of the data I have available?

**LAB PROCEDURE**

These are some suggested steps you may want to take while
working on this problem. By now you should be familiar enough with ArcView to do any steps you think necessary to answer the last few questions.

- Create a new view
- Copy and paste the tracts shapefile and the banks theme (this way you can visually compare 2 views of the same theme, the changes you have made to the original theme will not have to be repeated in the next view)
- Change the definition of the banks theme so that it includes only the Bank South NA banks
- Classify banks by deposits 94’
- Classify banks by branch number

Q! 14 - 23
1. What do you gain by associating addresses to geographical features?

2. What geographic feature is usually used to determine the location of an address? Suggest some others which might be used.

3. How does geocoding by address matching work?

4. Why do you now need to geocode the shapefile table again?

5. Which sights does the tour pass by and what are their addresses?
6. Which streets should the tour take?

7. What other information about the streets might have been useful for this tour?

8. Why are the address matched locations less accurate than the actual locations?

**PROBLEM 2**

9. What data do you have which can be used to illustrate the diffusion of banks?

10. What data do you have to determine the rate of population growth in census tracts?
11. What are the effects of quantile, equal interval and unique value as a method for classifying attributes?

   Quantile:

   Equal Interval:

   Unique Value:

12. Which method of classification is best for the range of the data values for population growth? Why?

13. What does your analysis show about the diffusion of banks in relation to the growth of population around Atlanta?

**PROBLEM 3**

14. Describe the spatial distribution of Bank South NA.

15. Which do you think is the main branch of Bank South NA? (Hint: it is not necessarily the oldest bank.) How did you determine this?

16. Where is the main branch located in relation to the other branches?

17. Describe the demographic characteristics of the tract containing the main branch.
18. Are these the demographics you would expect to encounter? Why?

19. Considering a classification of the branches by “deposits ‘94”, where are the banks that have the highest amount of deposits? What does this tell you?

20. To which field does branch number have the closest correlation, *year established* or *year acquired*?

21. When considering the year of acquisition, some years show large numbers of new branches. Why might this be?

22. Does the spatial distribution of branch acquisitions suggest anything about the way this bank expanded?

23. Is the main branch located downtown? How do you know?
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Preface

The following materials have been prepared to assist instructors who are supervising labs based on the materials in NCGIA Technical Report 96-12, GIS Laboratory Exercises: Introduction to GIS, 2"d edition. Included are hints on how to prepare for the labs, some guidelines for instructing students through difficult portions of the material and suggested responses for the questions included in the student manual.

Data for labs 2 to 4 can be downloaded from the NCGIA’s anonymous ftp site at ftp.ncgia.ucsb.edu in the directory pub/Publications/tech-reports/96/96-12/.
The software chosen for these laboratory exercises (ArcView 2.1 and IDRISI for Windows) are both Microsoft Windows based applications. The following is a list of basic tasks the students must be able to perform to complete these labs. It is the T.A.’s responsibility to know these tasks and teach them to the students. **Note:** There is a Windows tutorial under HELP in the Program Manager.

Students must be able to:

- Turn computer on and get to a DOS prompt.
- Start up Windows.
- Use the mouse.
- Get to the Program Manager.
- Run and use the File Manager.
- Navigate drives and directories in the File Manager and within an application.
- Run the software.
- Re-size windows and minimize / maximize applications.
- Use menu, button, and tool bars.
- Save work on floppy disk, in accounts, or both.
- Exit an application.
- Exit Windows.
SET-UP INSTRUCTIONS

Describe the difference between nominal and ordinal data.

TEACHING TIPS

Bring a wall map of Africa to this lab.

ANSWERS

1. columns = 240: number of columns in the image
   rows = 219: number of rows in the image
   reference system = lat/long: the status bar will display lat/long coordinates when
   the cursor is passed over the image
   unknown resolution: the cell size (amount of ground area covered by the cell)
   12 legend categories: the number of categories/classes into which the data has been
   divided.

2. object type = line: the vector object is a line reference units = degrees: the units of the coordinates displayed
   in the status bar.

3. COR or coarse

4. Because the cells are rectangular.
   Z:)

5. 20 min. X 20 min. or 1/3 deg. X 1/3 deg. or.333 deg X.333 deg

6. The values are whole numbers corresponding to the legend, they tell you the category number in that cell.

7. The values you get are temperature in Celsius X 10, they mean that the average temperature in January at
   a cell is...

8. A value of a cell in soiltex refers to a category, or class. A value in tmpjan refers to
   the actual temperature.

9. Continuous data = elev or others; Classified data = wind or soiltex; Nominal landuse or veg.

10. A palette is used to display different types of data.

11. Least useful should be qualitative 256.
12. Qualitative 256 is more appropriate because nominal data is better displayed with random colors.

13. Answers will vary.

14. The answer should be around 1360 meters. It may be the actual elevation at that point, but it is an average so more than likely it isn't.

15. Because the cells are based on lat/long and the area of a cell based on lat/long decreases as you move toward the poles.

16. The area is 1370 km squared.

17. The area is 882 km squared.

18. No, they are not the true area because the area is calculated on a square and the cell is irregularly shaped.

19. Not very accurately, answers will vary.

20. Not very appropriate.

21. North East, mountains, valleys, continental shelf, The Rift Valley ......

22. The vegetation changes in direct correlation to elevation and there are clear latitudinal belts.


24. Most: tree savanna. Least: marsh/swamp

25. Unit measured is cells. This suggests that when using cells of varying size, area calculations must be carefully done.

26. Class one is most frequent. Class one represents coarse soil texture.

27. Answers will vary.
SET-UP INSTRUCTIONS
none

TEACHING TIPS
Show students how to construct a flow chart
Explain overlay and buffer
Explain the concept of diagonal links (check Idrisi help under GROUPS)

ANSWERS
I  forspec  shoreline  roads
category 1: not coded  category 1: not coded  category 1: roads
category 2: White Pine  category 2: land
category 3: Jack Pine  category 3: water

2. 71750 m/205 col = 350 m, 28000 m/80 row = 350 m. Therefore 350 m by 350 m.

3. 71750 in east-west, 28000 north-south. 2009 km².

4. Packed binary.

5. Binary images are convenient because they produce output which is easy to interpret by using
mathematical operations. Also, the OVERLAY/MULTIPLY is equivalent to a Boolean "and" operation.

6. Answers will be something like the final flowchart, but in paragraph format.

7. Multiply, because when multiplying binary zeros and ones, the output is zero which is what is required.

8. drypine shows I's where areas are suitable and O's elsewhere.

9. A contiguous stand is the equivalent of a set of cells all having the same value.

10. The cells in each group are given a unique value

11. 38 groups. Use DISPLAY or DESCRIBE.

12. Assigns each cell a value equal to the area of the group to which it belongs.
13. It covers a large area.

14. It is not a forest stand.

15. The area values, when multiplied with the O's of drypine, result in 0 values. The I's result in the same area values. Thus, the background area values are eliminated.

16. You could remove the background areas by doing a reclassification.

17. Assigning, a unique number to each stand allows the stands to be more easily identified.

18. 6 suitable leasing stands.

19. If you include diagonal links, cells will be considered to belong to the same group if they have the same value and they touch in any of the eight possible directions, n, e, s, w, nw, ne, sw, se. If diagonal links are not included, pixels will be considered to be part of the same group only if they have the same value and touch in one of the cardinal directions, n, e, s, w. The results can be remarkably different. In general you want to include diagonal links unless you are trying to uncover polygons separated by lines of a single pixel width. Therefore, if there are cells that would be considered grouped under diagonal links then the number of groups would decrease and the area of the groups would increase.

20. Using diagonal links for leaseable cells may be appropriate. If you want to be sure to include all possible stands for a group (overcompensating) then using diagonal links would be appropriate.

21. 1268 cells fit the criteria. Thus, $1268 \times (350 \times 350) = 155,330,000$ square meters. Percentage of White Pine: 5469 White Pine cells only. Thus, $5469 \times (350 \times 350)$ $= 669,952,500$ sq. meters. Thus, $(155,330,000/669,952,500) \times 100 = 23\%$.

22. roads, so that it will overlay the leases since it is a line of cells and would be obscured otherwise.

23. Can't see the roads clearly because they are the same category as the first lease stand. You should change the roads category so that roads will have a different value from any values in lease and will not be obscured in the final map.


25. Answers will vary depending on the changes in parameters.

26. Major impact from small changes.

27. Very sensitive. That is, any error or the use of poor parameters would cause a huge change in the results. Furthermore, even slight data inaccuracy would also cause a huge change in the results. Thus, it is hard to rely upon the results with great confidence.
TEACHING ASSISTANT INSTRUCTIONS & ANSWERS
Lab 4

SET-UP INSTRUCTIONS

none

TEACHING TIPS

Explain how to create a flowchart

ANSWERS


2. Nile river delta. Z approx. = 92. Linear feature is the Nile flood plain.

3. Features stand out because they are moist, well-irrigated agriculture regions surrounded by desert.

4. Desert and tropical rainforest don’t vary much (they stay consistently high and low, respectively). Grassland and other vegetation types which are responsive to seasonal change (deciduous forest) show lots of seasonal variation in VI values.

5. Bipolar palette shows values either side of zero as ramped colors either side of zero.

6. VI 85>VI 88, therefore with high positive values, VI is decreasing over time. Low values mean vegetation is increasing.

7. There is vegetation in the ocean which is subject to the effects of currents, seasonal change, etc. Also atmospheric effects (clouds) might be causing this.

8. Atmospheric effects, image misregistration, satellite sensor drift, etc.

9. High values on augdiv mean there is less vegetation in 88 than 85. Low values mean there is more vegetation in 88 than 85.

10. Values are divided rather than subtracted, so get a ratio rather than a difference. It conveys change information as does differencing, but the ratio result is easier to interpret as there are no negative values, only amount of change from low values to high values.

11. The magnitude becomes lower as the values go towards zero - it is not just straight difference change. This may be beneficial if the data range is large. For example, vegetation change between 5 and 10 units may not be equivalent to vegetation change between 95 and 100 units. The first is a doubling of the index, the second is a small increase in an already large index.
12. Ratio because it is a ratio (percentage change, though not actually multiplied by 100) rather than an actual values change, so it tells more about the pure change without having to know what the original values were.

13. No definitive criteria have been identified. This should make them think.

14. Threshold value: approx. 35.


16. Forest, grass/shrubland, others.

17. Desert areas don't vary much and thus are unlikely to have a change value above the threshold.

18. Various locations.

19. Flowchart

20. 14 is the number of images in the sequence. 0 is the time delay to use when displaying the images as a sequence.

21. Vertical axis shows the mean VI values for areas of potential deforestation.

22. Over time the VI values have been decreasing, with definite and drastic seasonal variations. The most major change is between August 85 and August 88.

23. August 88 is low.

24. The results were effected because August 85 skewed the output and this cannot be detected until the years in-between 85 and 88 have been seen. When using data with relatively low temporal resolution you must be careful when drawing conclusions about the interceding time.

25. They show similar fluctuations.
TEACHING ASSISTANT INSTRUCTIONS & ANSWERS
for Lab 5

SET-UP INSTRUCTIONS

Create a Project & Name it:

Name a view "Conterminous United States"
From data location:______________________
Add themes:
  • cities
  • from USA add region.state (i.e. not region.cnty, nor polygon, nor arc, nor labelpoint)
  • from roads add arc
  • from waters add region.lakes

(NOTE: click on the folder icons beside the theme names in the add theme dialog box to see the specific themes required)

Customize the Tables

Bring up the tables to all themes.

  • Add "stdempct.dbf" and "cidemog.dbf" tables to the project
  • Join stdempct.dbf (source table) to Attributes of State (destination table) using common field state-name
  • Join cidemog.dbf (source table) to Attributes of Cities (destination table) using common field state-city
  • Delete stdempct.dbf and cidemog.dbf from the project

Customize the Themes

Clip Hawaii and Alaska data out of all themes and change cities to only show those cities > 100000 as follows:

  • State Theme
    • go to THEME/PROPERTIES/DEFINITION and use query builder:
      ([State-name] <> "Alaska") and ([State-name] <> "Hawaii")
  • City Theme
    • ([State_name] <> "Alaska") and ([State_name] <> "Hawaii") and
      ([Type] = "city") and ([Pop1990] > 100000)
  • Roads Theme
    • Change name of theme to interstates
      ([Admin_class] = "Interstate") and ([Roads-id] <> 169) and ([Roads-id] <> 90

(NOTE: roads 169 and 90 are the ones in Hawaii)
Put the themes in the following order from the top: State, Lakes, Cities and at the bottom, Interstates. Zoom to the extent of state theme, so that the map fills the view. Turn off all themes (i.e. leave check boxes blank). Make all themes inactive (if only one is left active, use shift and click on the theme to make it inactive). Close all tables. Leave the view active and enlarge it to fill the right hand side of the screen without overlapping the project window.

TEACHING TIPS

You may want to explain -ID and -# numbers in tables in more detail
Emphasize the relationship between the active state of a window and the available functionality
Explain scale ratio representation, the difference between large and small scale.

ANSWERS

1. 29760021

2. 638800

3. Lake Okeechobee

4. The scale becomes larger (i.e. more detailed) on zooming in, vice versa on zooming out

5. The scale ratio represents real map ratio scale. That is, 1:24 000 means one thumbnail on the screen = 24 000 thumbnails on the ground

6. Grouping along Californian coast and eastern seaboard

7. Problem display presents is that city points overlap to make large conglomerations - can’t distinguish individual cities

8. Because it is pointless to display cities points on a small scale map since they all overlap

9. Zoom in/out of center of view, spy glass in/out and box select, setting, scale directly using, scale in tool bar, extent of active themes/selected sets in active themes

Z:1

10. 1:9,999,999

11. Answers may include: data storage reduced (only integers used as in ID field rather than whole name and address), update only one record and other related records change automatically, data inconsistency problems simplified

12. **Point** table: Area, Perimeter, Cities#, Cities_id. **Line** table: Fnode#, Tnode#, Lpoly#, Rpoly#, length, Roads#, Roads-id. **Polygon** table: Area, Perimeter, State#, State-id.
13. Answers will vary
14. 4/49
15. Answers may vary
16. 16
17. 'New set' selects from a whole set, 'add to set' adds the new selection to a set previously selected
18. 'Select from set' reselects from the currently selected set.
19. States used will probably be from the following set: Oregon, Idaho, Wyoming Utah, New Mexico, Colorado, Kansas and Texas
20. Answers will vary
21. Answers will vary
22. Answer will vary
23. Answers will vary
SET UP INSTRUCTIONS

Before distributing the lab write the path by which to access the data in the space(s) provided.

TEACHING TIPS

Clarify point-in-polygon operations. How they work (i.e. what the computer does to achieve the results). What choices ArcView offers (e.g. "have their center in", "completely contain", "are completely within", "contain the center of" and "intersect"). Clarify joining tables and the relationship between the tract theme and the demographic tables.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROBLEM 2

Discuss with the class which logical conditions are appropriate - brainstorm with class etc. The query works best if the hotel is sited in areas where there are other hotels, as is the case in reality.

ANSWERS

1. Answers will differ

2. From: avdata/atlanta/region
   - shopping centers
   - routes
   - tracts

3. If it is not done the computer will have no concept of distance when doing a spatial query

4. So that there is some reference to tie the two tables together or there is no way for the computer to know which features and corresponding data are the same.

5. Join is "one-to-one" and puts 2 tables together, then turns off the common fields so they don't show twice. An example of Join is if you join a county attribute table to a county demographics table. Each row in the new table corresponds to one record in each table. Link is "many-to-one" and the tables are not physically put together. For example, if you link banks to counties, when you select a county in the counties
attribute table, all the banks in that county in the bank attribute table will become highlighted.

6. A buffer operation in raster selects cells within a chosen distance based on the cell size. In vector a buffer operation a "line is drawn" around the buffered object and features within that area are selected.

7. Answers will vary

8. Answers will vary

9. Answers will vary

10. Water, near other hotels, near a route, standard of living, etc.

11. Answers will vary

12. Answers will vary

13. Answers will vary

14. Answers will differ

15. More realistic: give weighting to parameters

16. Location of golf courses, theme parks, available building sites etc...

17. Limitations: GIS doesn’t provide all artificial intelligence - i.e. only as good as the data Capabilities: fast, realistic queries on data given

18. Yes, with very small cell size and many layers, but easier/better with vector
TEACHING ASSISTANT INSTRUCTIONS & ANSWERS
Lab 7

TEACHING TIPS

After editing a table (in this case adding a record), that edited table must be re-geocoded, subsequently creating a new shapefile. This is because the newly added record in the old table will not appear on the view and the records will be incomplete.

For more information direct students to an Internet URL for Atlanta.
You may need to explain the concept of "diffusion".
Non-topological issues

ANSWERS

1. You can then carry out address matching.

2. Street network. Others = any network, e.g. sewer lines, town boundaries

3. Process comparing 2 addresses to determine whether they are the same.

4. To tie in the new record to the street network.

5. Answers will vary

6. Answers will vary

7. One way street location, rush hour street blockages, etc.

8. The address matched locations represent a mathematical calculation of the address number, along street segments and does not record offset from the street, which can be significant on large lots. The GPS values, latitude / longitude coordinates, are more accurate because the receiver was placed on the actual location.

9. Data to illustrate diffusion of banks: banks theme, attributes of banks table and classifying according to year established.

10. Use tract demographic table joined to tract theme table. Create field for growth rate 80 - 93 by using ArcView’s calculate function.

11. Quantile: equal number of records in each class, Equal Interval: equal range of values in each class, Unique Value: every unique value is put in a separate class.

12. Answers will vary

13. Population growth is positively correlated to bank branch establishment.
14. Similar to all the banks, i.e. well distributed over the region.

15. NW Marietta St. branch because it has the most deposits of the chain and is one of the oldest established ones and is downtown.

16. In the center of the region.

17. Few people live there, negative population growth, few households,

18. Yes. It is a downtown working environment - central business district.

19. Downtown. Tells us that most ATM and branch office deposits are credited to the main branch.

20. Year acquired, but the correlation, although fairly strong, has some anomalies.

21. Economic boom, corporate merger with another bank...

22. Yes, expanded away from the Central Business District as population expanded to the suburbs.

23. Yes, answers will vary.
TEACHING ASSISTANT INSTRUCTIONS
Suggestions for a final exercise

OBJECTIVES

The large landuse and hydrological database for the Bermudez River watershed in Costa Rica provides an opportunity to create an exercise in which students can use both Idrisi and ArcNiew in an integrated manner. Using this database, a final student project can be constructed which utilizes the strengths of each software product and data model individually, and then combines the results of the analyses for a final report.

The database suggests a wide range of possible exercises. Please feel free to download the data and consider how your students might be instructed to use it for a final exercise for your course. We welcome the submission of specific exercises you have produced based on this data. Contact information is shown at the end of this section.

The following section outlines one assignment concept which we hope will inspire the development of your own.

EXAMPLE ASSIGNMENT

The city of Heredia, a provincial capital of a province of the same name in Costa Rica, has just completed a study that cites a 25% deficit in water supply for the projected population growth by the year 2010. To address this problem, an additional water source must be incorporated into the potable public water system of the region and an appropriate treatment plant built to enable the municipality to meet the projected water demands on into the next century.

You have been contracted as one of a set of local consultants to help select a new surface water supply in the Bermudez River Watershed above the city of Heredia in the Central Valley of Costa Rica. There are several potential capture points located in micro-basins of similar surface water discharge. You are charged with examining the feasibility of using one of these potential capture sites.

After determining the types of land use found upslope from "your" capture point, you will identify the potential water contaminants often associated with these landuses. The treatment parameters required for the identified contaminants will determine what type of treatment plant will be necessary to accompany that capture point and will provide the criteria for the selection of an appropriate location. Water will be fed by gravity from the capture point to the treatment plant. Therefore, the facility can be located on any suitable size site which is downslope from the capture point and upslope of the municipal potable water collection and distribution tanks.
DATA FOR THE EXERCISE

The Bermudez River watershed, approximately 40 kilometers squared, is located in the north central section of the Central Valley of Costa Rica. There is a high diversity of land use throughout the drainage basin, ranging from primary virgin cloud forests to light industry such as Firestone Tires, Intel and Craft manufacturing companies, to mention a few. This region is also known for its plentiful ground water supplies that are generated from recharge areas high in the watershed that provide flow for two to three separate regional aquifers throughout most of the basin depending on one’s location. The Costa Rican government is banking, on the use of these larger aquifers to supply drinking water for the relatively high population density residing in the western half of the Central Valley where over 65% of the country’s population lives.

A digital hydrologic spatial data base has been created to study, preserve and manage the existing hydrologic resources. The data base was created in Arc/Info and the data layers were developed using a 1: 10,000 map series for the most part and occasionally 1: 50,000 map series in the very upper sections of the watershed. Below is a list of the primary data layers available in the data base. Detailed metadata for each data layer is available:

- Drainage network
- Stream flow data
- Isohyets
- Network of meteorological stations
- Recharge areas
- Sub-watersheds
- Aquifer extent
- Equipotential lines for two aquifers
- Contour lines (10-20 meter intervals)
- Land use
- Fresh water capture points (wells, springs and rivers) for potable water as well as agriculture
- Geology
- Soils (note: digitized from a map at scale 1:200,000)

For more information about this dataset and how to download it, contact the following:

Timothy H. Robinson
Project Coordinator
National University of Costa Rica
email: robinson@irazu.una.ac.cr
URL: http:www.una.ac.cr/geog/lsigae

Information about downloading this dataset can also be found in the NCGIA's ftp site at ftp.ncgia.ucsb.edu in the directory pub/Publications/tech-reports/96/96-12/.